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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

dwp | design worldwide partnership signs MoU with
WGC International, creating ‘dwp | wgc’ for integrated
audio-visual + lighting design solutions
__________________________
dwp | design worldwide partnership recently signed an agreement with WGC
International, in Bangkok on 23rd August 2012, to create a brand new audio-visual
+ lighting design solutions partnership ‘dwp | wgc’.

World-class architecture and interior design firm dwp has entered into a partnership with WGC
International, to create a brand new partnership dwp | wgc, continuing with ths expansion of
their sphere of expertise and service offering to clients worldwide.
dwp | wgc unites the considerable architecture and interior design experience of dwp | design
worldwide partnership seamlessly with the specialist audio-visual and lighting design solutions
of WGC International. Together, dwp | wgc provides superior integrated design services,

further exceeding the expectations of a vast portfolio of clients around the globe. From the
inception of the design process, right through to project completion, dwp | wgc is at the
leading edge of integrated, innovative design solutions, with an exacting attention to detail.
With over three thousand completed design projects, across industries, dwp | wgc
demonstrates the necessary extensive experience and unique capabilities, to be a trusted
partner, delivering on excellence every time.
“dwp is right on course in our continuing quest to ensure a one-stop integrated design service
offering to our extensively varied client portfolio. As they share our vision of providing excellence
and the highest international standards, we are both incredibly excited and proud to be
partnering with such a highly specialised and dynamic company, as WGC,” remarked Brenton
Mauriello, CEO for dwp | design worldwide partnership.
“With the emergence of dwp | wgc, we are now poised to push the envelope of possibility for
the synergy between architecture, interior design and technology. The benefits of a combined
vision are important for providing creativity, tight integration and exceptional value for our
customers. We are ecstatic to have such an innovative and sought after partner as dwp,” stated
Kenny Jackel, CEO of dwp | wgc, formerly CEO of WGC International.
dwp | wgc aims to provide unique tailor-made audio-visual and lighting consultancy, from
conception through to development of design and implementation of solutions, focused on
sustainability, quality and exceptional results.
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About dwp | architecture + interior design:
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an awardwinning, one-stop integrated design service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of locations,
over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver architecture, interior design, planning
consultancy and project management, across borders, to the highest international standards. With
currently 12 offices in 10 different countries, dwp presents its finest iconic designs time and again.
About WGC International:
WGC International Ltd is an innovative technology consulting firm specialising in delivering advanced
solutions for sophisticated av systems, acoustics engineering, lighting design, broadcast engineering,
computer engineering, enterprise architecture and related information technology challenges. With
headquarters located in New York and Thailand, and satellite offices throughout Southeast Asia and the
Middle East, WGC provides high quality, on-the-ground consulting services to clients regardless of scale.
About dwp | wgc:
dwp | wgc unites the considerable architecture and interior design experience of dwp | design
worldwide partnership seamlessly with the specialist audio-visual and lighting design solutions of WGC

International. Together, dwp | wgc provides superior integrated design services, further exceeding the
expectations of a vast portfolio of clients around the globe. From the inception of the design process,
right through to project completion, dwp | wgc is at the leading edge of integrated, innovative design
solutions, with an exacting attention to detail.
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For more information from dwp on this release and hi-res images, contact Group Communications
Consultant, Ms Nikki Busuttil, nikki.b@dwp.com or call the dwp Thailand local office:
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